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ABSTRACT

White balance is an essential step for camera colour processing. The goal is to correct the colour cast caused by scene illumination in captured images. In this paper, three user-interactive white balance methods for smartphone cameras are implemented and evaluated. Two methods are commonly used in smartphone cameras: predefined illuminants and temperature slider. The third method, called MarkWhite, is newly introduced into smartphone camera apps. Two user studies evaluated the accuracy and task completion time of MarkWhite and compared it to the existing methods. The first user study revealed that a basic version of MarkWhite is more accurate, slightly faster, and slightly more preferred over the two existing methods. The main user study focused on the full version of MarkWhite, revealing that it is even more accurate than the basic version and better than state-of-the-art industrial white balance methods on the latest smartphone cameras. The collective findings show that MarkWhite is a more accurate and efficient user-interactive white balance method for smartphone cameras, and more preferred by users as well.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Smartphones are now one of the most prevalent human-interactive devices, with 1.5 billion units sold in 2017 [11]. Smartphones include touch-screen user interfaces, built-in cameras, and pre-installed camera apps. The user interface for a smartphone camera app is significantly different from a conventional camera, such as a digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) camera. In a typical DSLR camera, shown in Figure 2a, there are physical buttons and switches to control the camera settings. For smartphone camera apps, however, buttons and switches are implemented on the small touch-sensitive display. See Figure 2b.

One of the main camera settings is the white balance (WB), featured in Figure 2. White balance is an essential step in a camera’s colour processing pipeline. It aims to minimize the colour cast caused by the scene light source (also referred to as illuminant) while capturing images or videos. Figure 3a shows an example of a scene imaged under a fluorescent illuminant. Shown is the raw-
Due to the importance of white balance in processing images through camera pipelines. The goal of this paper is not to solve AWB. Rather, we approach WB in an interactive, efficient way, we call it MarkWhite. The method, shown in Figure 1c, is inspired by a common practice followed by photographers to white balance images. This involves measuring the reflectance of scene illuminant over a gray surface, then correcting the camera’s colours based on the measured illuminant. This is found only in DSLR cameras and involves the tedious steps of (1) capturing a gray card, (2) adjusting the camera settings to use the captured image for white balance calibration, (3) then imaging the scene. In MarkWhite, with the aid of Camera2 API [13], this process is bundled into one step: When the user marks a gray region in the camera preview, the scene illuminant is measured and instantaneously fed back to the camera for white balance calibration and capturing the image. This described interactive technique itself is not novel, however, the contribution is in the integration of this technique in the image capturing process on smartphone camera apps. Such integration does not require any post-capture photo editing, where existing methods use the same technique in a post-capture or a post-processing manner and require saving the raw-RGB image and then reloading it in a photo editing software (e.g., Boyadzhiev et al. [4], Lightroom, and PhotoShop).

Despite the existence of user-interactive white balance methods, there is no prior work studying such interfaces to assess their efficiency and ease of use. To this end, we focus on comparing and evaluating such interactive methods of white balance. All methods are implemented as smartphone camera apps. The evaluation is through user studies that compare the interfaces in terms of quantitative and qualitative measures.

2 RELATED WORK

Despite the existence of many automatic white balance algorithms (e.g., [3, 4, 9, 10, 15]), there is little work on the user-interactive alternatives. In this section, some interaction-aided white balance methods are discussed. Then, an evaluation scheme for assessing the accuracy of white balance methods is reviewed. Also, a simple discussion of the white balance interaction styles is presented.

2.1 User Interaction for White Balance

User interaction has been used to help with white balancing images, for example, to distinguish between multiple illuminants in the same scene [4]. The user is asked to mark objects of neutral colour (i.e., white or gray) in an image, and regions that look fine after the standard white balance. Then, to overcome any colour variations, the user marks which regions should have a constant colour. With the help of user intervention, this produces images free of colour cast. In another line of work, user preference has guided the white balance correction of two-illuminant (e.g., indoor and outdoor) images [8] based on the finding that users prefer images that are white balanced using a mixture of the two illuminants, with a higher weight for the outdoor (e.g., daylight) illuminant. A typical weighting of 75% – 25% of the outdoor and indoor illuminants, respectively, was shown to work best in most two-illuminant cases.

The aforementioned works mainly focus on having more than one illuminant in the scene, which usually requires time-consuming post-processing of images. On the other hand, user-interactive white balance methods typically deal with single-illuminant cases in real-time and try to correct image colours during the image capturing process. All interactive WB methods evaluated in this paper are on-camera, real-time, and deal with the single-illuminant case.

2.2 White Balance Evaluation and Angular Error

To measure the accuracy of white balance, ground truth illuminant colours are needed. A perfectly white balanced image (“ground truth”) is obtained by placing a colour rendition chart (e.g., an X-Rite ColorChecker® [25]) in the scene; capturing a raw-RGB image; and manually measuring the scene illuminant reflected by the achromatic (gray/white) patches of the chart. The scene illuminant (referred to as “ground truth” illuminant) is denoted as $I_{gt} = [g_{gt}, r_{gt}, b_{gt}]$. This illuminant colour is used to perfectly white balance the raw-RGB image. One simple method for applying white balance on an image is the von-Kries diagonal model [23], or the diagonal model for short. This model maps an image $X$ taken under one illuminant (e.g., $I_{gt}$) to another (e.g., a canonical illuminant $I_{c} = [1, 1, 1]$) by simply scaling each channel independently:

$$I_{c}(X) = \text{diag} \left( \frac{I_{c}}{I_{gt}} \right) I_{gt}(X),$$

where $\text{diag}(\cdot \cdot\cdot)$ indicates the operator of creating a diagonal matrix from a vector and the image $X$ would be reshaped as a $3$-by-$N$ matrix, where $N$ is the number of pixels and each column represents the RGB values of one pixel.

Afterwards, the accuracy of white balance is calculated by measuring the angular error [9] between the ground truth illuminant and the illuminant adjusted by the user. Assuming the ground truth illuminant is $I_{gt} = [r_{gt}, g_{gt}, b_{gt}]$ and the user-selected illuminant is $I_{u} = [r_{u}, g_{u}, b_{u}]$, the angular error $E_{\text{ang}}$ (in degrees) between the two illuminants would be

$$E_{\text{ang}} = \frac{180^\circ}{\pi} \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{I_{gt} \cdot I_{u}}{||I_{gt}|| \cdot ||I_{u}||} \right),$$

where $\cos^{-1}(\cdot)$ is the inverse cosine function.
where $T$ is a transpose operator, $(\cdot)$ is dot product, and $\|\|$ is vector norm (for more details on white balance correction; interested readers are referred to [1, 7]). The angular error is used as the main dependent variable in the user studies (more details in Section 3).

### 2.3 Interaction Styles for White Balance

The three white balance methods evaluated in this paper are categorized in terms of interaction style. Method 1, the predefined illuminants, is a form of categorical scale. Method 2, the temperature slider, is a form of fine-scale selection (or simply, a slider). Method 3, MarkWhite, involves target selection, where the user selects or marks a white/gray object on the camera preview using pinch-to-zoom [2, 18] and uni-stroke drawing gestures [6, 12, 16]. One study [21] found no statistically significant differences between categorical responses and sliders. However, another study [5] suggested more weaknesses than strengths for using slider scales on smartphones. This study also suggested that preference for such touch-centric interfaces varies across devices and may not be as highly preferred as traditional categorical response interfaces.

Of course, a slider scale is attractive and user-friendly, compared to a categorical scale. However, a categorical scale is more functional and efficient. While a slider gives the user more control, it may take more to decide on the response. On the other hand, choosing a common categorical response may save time. In the next section, another approach is proposed for comparing such interfaces for the white balance problem.

### 3 Pilot Study: MarkWhite-basic

To compare the three user-interactive white balance methods, a pilot user study was conducted. The goal was to compare the interfaces in terms of quantitative measures, user preference, and ease of use. To ensure a fair comparison, we included a simple version of MarkWhite, namely, MarkWhite-basic. MarkWhite-basic only includes the essential feature of tapping on a reference object to adjust white balance. It does not include zooming or drawing. The difference between MarkWhite and MarkWhite-basic is illustrated in Figure 4.

#### 3.1 Participants

Twelve participants were selected using convenience sampling [19, p. 172] from a pool of staff and students at the local university campus (9 males, 3 females). The average age was 33.3 years (min 23, max 45). All participants were comfortable using smartphone cameras and had no issues with colour vision.

#### 3.2 Apparatus

**3.2.1 Smartphone and Camera**

The user interfaces were run on a Samsung Galaxy S8 smartphone [22] (Figure 2b), with Google’s Android Nougat (7.0). The device has a 5.8” display with resolution of 2960 × 1440 pixels and density of 570 pixels/inch (ppi). Only the rear camera was used for the user study, which has 12 mega pixels, sensor size of 1/2.55”, and F1.7 aperture. It also has the capability of saving raw-RGB images, which is necessary for the camera app.

#### 3.2.2 Camera App

A smartphone camera app was developed with the following features: (1) adjusting white balance by setting the scene illuminant using any of the three interactive methods shown in Figures 1a - 1c; (2) capturing images in both sRGB and raw-RGB formats; (3) providing a viewfinder that shows the user live updates on the scene after any adjustment to help them decide when to capture an image. Additionally, the same app collected and logged user data, performance measurements, and questionnaire answers (more details in the Design subsection). The implementation of the app was mainly based on Google Camera2 API [13] and the Camera2Raw [14] code sample from Google Samples.

The predefined illuminants and temperature slider methods were implemented using direct calls to Camera2 APIs and an algorithm to convert colour temperatures to colour primaries (red, green, and blue) [24]. For MarkWhite, a new technique was followed that involves capturing two raw-RGB images. First, the auto white balance algorithm on the camera is turned off. When the user taps on a gray/white region in the camera viewfinder, the first raw-RGB image is captured and the region selected by the user is extracted from the image. The extracted region is used to calculate the illuminant colour which is fed back to the camera, using the Camera2 APIs, to set the adjusted white balance parameters. Finally, the second image, that is now white-balanced, is captured. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 5. This process runs in real time and does not introduces any time delay in the image capturing process.

#### 3.3 Procedure

Before starting the user study, the problem of white balance was briefly introduced to participants. Then, they were informed how to use the camera app. The three interfaces were shown in operation once by the experimenter. The participants were shown how to use each interface to adjust the WB of the scene and capture the image. Before starting, participants were given the chance to practice once using all three WB interfaces under one test condition.

Once started the experiment, participants were asked to adjust the white balance of an image using all three interfaces under six test conditions (discussed in the Design subsection). At the end, they completed a questionnaire asking them to rank the three interfaces based on their preference and the ease of use. Figure 6 shows two participants performing the experiment tasks. The scene content and the adjustable light source can be seen. All scenes included a colour chart and a gray card to help with selecting a neutral material. The experiment was carried out in a dark room with only one light source to control lighting conditions. The light source was DC-powered to minimize light flicker effects. It also has features to simulate a wide range of illuminant temperatures. Participants’ data and performance measures were logged and later analysed on a personal computer.

To counterbalance the order effect of the three WB control methods, the participants were divided into six groups with each group using the methods in a different order. This procedure covers all possible orders of the three methods (3! = 6).

#### 3.4 Design

**3.4.1 Independent Variables**

The pilot study was a 3 × 3 × 2 within-subjects design with the following independent variables:

- **Control Method.** This independent variable indicates the type of user interaction method used to adjust the white balance of the image before capturing it. See Figures 1a - 1c. This variable has three levels:
3.4.2 Dependent Variables

Three dependent variables were examined: angular error (degrees), task completion time (seconds), and user experience (i.e., user preference and ease of use).

Angular Error – the angle (in degrees) between the illuminant selected by the user to adjust white balance and a ground truth illuminant extracted from the raw-RGB image, as discussed earlier in section 2 [9]. The lower the angular error, the higher the accuracy of image colours. Therefore, angular error indicates how accurately the user adjusted the white balance of the image before capturing it.

Task Completion Time – the time (in seconds) the user takes to adjust the white balance and capture an image.

User Experience – the user’s experience with the three interfaces. This was captured using a questionnaire. Participants ranked the interfaces based on preference and ease of use.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (PILOT STUDY)

Post-study analyses resulted in interesting findings across the three white balance methods regarding quantitative and qualitative measures. Both are discussed next.

4.1 Angular Error

The angular error (in degrees) is the main dependent variable and represents the accuracy of white balance in images; the lower the angular error, the higher the accuracy. Over all 216 assignments, the grand mean for angular error was 8.23°.

4.1.1 Control Method

By control method, angular errors were 10.9° for predefined illuminants, 8.07° for temperature slider, and 5.68° for MarkWhite-basic. See Figure 8a. MarkWhite-basic had 48.1% and 29.7% lower angular errors than predefined illuminants and temperature slider, respectively. The differences were statistically significant (F_{2,11} = 34.44, p < .0001). A post hoc Scheffé test revealed that all three pairwise differences were significant. This finding indicates that MarkWhite-basic is a more accurate white balance control method than the two existing methods. It also indicates that temperature slider is more accurate than predefined illuminants.

It was no surprise that MarkWhite-basic was the most accurate among the three methods, as the user directly taps on a white/gray region in the image that reflects the illuminant. On the other hand, for predefined illuminants and temperature slider, the user iteratively adjusts the illuminant and observes the image more than once before capturing the image. However, the success of MarkWhite-basic depends on having a gray/white object in the scene. Despite the accurate results, there is no mechanism to make selection easier if the target is small or far from the camera. Also, there is no mechanism to select an arbitrary shape as a target area, instead of tapping on a single point. Such limitations are addressed in the full version of the method (MarkWhite).

4.1.2 Scene Illuminant

The effect of the second independent variable, scene illuminant, on angular error, was also investigated. The angular errors by scene illuminant were 12.3° for incandescent, 4.53° for fluorescent, and 7.89° for daylight. See Figure 8b. The differences were statistically
significant ($F_{2,11} = 69.13, p < .0001$). A post hoc Scheffé test revealed that all three pair-wise differences were significant. This finding may indicate that users’ ability to adjust the white balance of images using any of the three methods is more accurate under fluorescent light sources, followed by daylight then incandescent illuminants.

4.1.3 Interaction Effects

For further analysis, the interaction effects between the two independent variables, control method and scene illuminant, are reported. The results for angular error by control method and scene illuminant are shown in Figure 9. The differences were statistically significant ($F_{2,2} = 3.89, p < .05$). Additionally, a post hoc Scheffé test between all pairwise conditions of the two independent variables – total of $\binom{3}{2} = 36$ comparisons – was analysed. Out of the 36 pairwise comparisons, 18 were statistically significant. These results confirm the findings regarding the main effects of control method and scene illuminant on angular error.

4.2 Task Completion Time

Task completion time, the second dependent variable, represents the time (in seconds) a user takes to adjust the white balance before capturing an image. Over all 216 assignments, the grand mean for task completion time was 18.3 seconds.

4.2.1 Control Method

By control method, task completion times were 19.1 s for predefined illuminants, 21.8 s for temperature slider, and 14.1 s for MarkWhite-basic. See Figure 10a. MarkWhite-basic was 26% and 35% faster than predefined illuminants and temperature slider, respectively. However, the differences were statistically not significant ($F_{2,11} = 3.24, p > .05$). This is likely due to variability in the time users spent deciding on the correct illuminant; it was noticed that some users take noticeably longer before they decide to capture an image, while others decide faster.

4.2.2 Scene Illuminant

The task completion times by scene illuminant were 20.7 s for incandescent, 17.4 s for fluorescent, and 16.8 s for daylight. See Figure 10b. These differences were again not statistically significant ($F_{2,11} = 2.71, p > .05$). Since the main effects for control method and scene illuminant were not significant, no further analysis was needed to examine the interaction effects.

4.3 User Experience

After the experiment, participants answered a questionnaire asking them to rate the three WB methods on preference and ease of use. The responses were extracted as a 3-point rating scale. For user preference, ratings 1 and 3 indicated the least and the most preferred method, respectively. For ease of use, ratings 1 and 3 indicated the hardest and the easiest method to use, respectively. Results for both variables are discussed next.

4.3.1 User Preference

On user preference, the average ratings out of 3 were 1.8 (30% of overall rating points) for predefined illuminants, 1.6 (27%) for temperature slider, and 2.6 (43%) for MarkWhite-basic. See Figure 11a. By applying a Friedman test, the differences were not statistically significant ($\chi^2 = 5.60, p > .05, df = 2$). However, the $p$-value was low ($p = 0.061$), suggesting that the differences are not a result of randomness. Post hoc pairwise comparisons revealed a significant difference between the temperature slider and MarkWhite-basic. Thus, MarkWhite-basic is preferred over temperature slider. On the other hand, there was no clear preference between predefined illuminants and both temperature slider and MarkWhite-basic.

4.3.2 Ease of Use

On ease of use, the average ratings out of 3 were 2.6 (43% of overall rating points) for predefined illuminants, 1.0 (17% of overall rating points) for temperature slider, and 2.4 (40% of overall rating points) for MarkWhite-basic.
AWB was included as a baseline condition as it represents typically significant. Also, MarkWhite-basic came second in terms of ease of use, following the predefined illuminants. Despite MarkWhite-basic being a more accurate white balance method, it has limitations, for example, when the target is small or far from the camera. In such cases, perhaps zooming in to the target would help. Another possibility is marking a region of the reference target, instead of tapping a small point. This might make the white balance more accurate, since more pixels are used to measure the illuminant colour. These features are implemented in the full version of MarkWhite and evaluated in the second user study.

6 Second User Study: MarkWhite

This second user study focused on MarkWhite which extends MarkWhite-basic with the following features:

- Pinch to zoom in or out of the camera preview. This facilitates selecting neutrally-coloured targets that are small or far away.
- Single stroke on the camera preview to select a region, such as a circle, for white balance calibration. It is expected that the larger the region, the more accurate the calibration, since more pixels are used to estimate the scene illuminant. The difference between MarkWhite-basic and MarkWhite was illustrated in Figure 4.

The second user study was similar to the pilot study. The main comparison was between MarkWhite-basic and MarkWhite, since the pilot study showed that MarkWhite-basic is already more accurate than predefined illuminants and temperature slider. However, a baseline condition was also included, described next.

6.1 Evaluation Against Automatic White Balance

AWB was included as a baseline condition as it represents typical usage on smartphones. Of course, AWB is not interactive; it runs an efficient algorithm to automatically estimate the illuminant colour and white balance the images. Such on-board algorithms are proprietary; however, since the camera used in this study is recent (Galaxy S8, released in 2017), it likely uses a state-of-the-art AWB algorithm.

The task completion time for AWB is zero, since there isn’t any user interaction. It is worth noting that the goal including AWB as a baseline is to see if MarkWhite can improve white balance accuracy beyond the state-of-the-art industrial AWB methods. Investigating the whole literature of AWB is beyond the scope of this paper.

6.2 Participants

Sixteen participants were selected using the same procedure as in the pilot study. There were 12 males and 4 females. The average age was 26.8 years (min 16, max 47). To counterbalance learning effects, participants were divided into two equal groups. Group 1 started with MarkWhite-basic, group 2 started with MarkWhite. Participants signed a consent form and were compensated $10 for their participation.

6.3 Apparatus

The same smartphone camera and other equipment used in the pilot study were also used here. The implementation of the MarkWhite included the two new features mentioned earlier (i.e., zooming in/out and marking a closed-shape region on the camera preview).

6.4 Procedure

Similar procedure to the pilot study was followed here, however, slight modifications to the procedure were needed. Since MarkWhite requires more control of the camera pose (i.e., rotation around x, y, and z axes), the participants were asked to hand-hold the camera instead of fixing it on a tripod. Also, users sat in the same position and held the camera in the same pose by resting their arms on the edge of a table. This ensures that all participants had the camera approximately in the same position and pose. Each scene included a single gray card to help with selecting neutral material.

6.5 Design

6.5.1 Independent Variables

The second user study was a 3 × 9 within-subjects design with the following independent variables and levels.

Control Method with three levels: MarkWhite-basic, MarkWhite, and auto white balance (AWB).

Target size. This is the size of the neutrally-coloured target that the user taps/marks for white balance calibration. The size is the number of pixels occupied by the target in the captured image. We used nine sizes by combining three targets placed at three distances from the camera (i.e., 60, 120, and 180 cm). See Figure 12.

The total number of trials was 432 (= 16 participants × 3 control methods × 9 target sizes).

6.5.2 Dependent Variables

The same dependent variables from the pilot study were used: angular error and task completion time. Additionally, user experience was investigated through a questionnaire including the questions shown in Figure 17.

7 Results and Discussion (Second Study)

Post-study analyses resulted in interesting findings across the two versions of MarkWhite and AWB regarding quantitative and qualitative measures as well.
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7.1 Angular Error
Over all 432 assignments, the grand mean for angular error was 2.61°. The main and interaction effects on angular error are now
 examined.

7.1.1 Control Method
By control method, angular error was 3.41° for AWB, 2.47° for MarkWhite-basic, and 1.94° for MarkWhite. See Figure 13a. Mark-
White had 43% and 21% lower angular errors than AWB and MarkWhite-basic, respectively. The differences were statistically
significant (F2,15 = 21.96, p < .0001). A post hoc Scheffé test re-
vealed that two pairwise differences (i.e., AWB vs. MarkWhite-basic and AWB vs. MarkWhite) were statistically significant. This finding shows that both versions of MarkWhite are more accurate interactive WB methods than the AWB method on-board the camera.

7.1.2 Target Size
Angular errors by target size and control method is shown in Fig-
ure 14b. AWB was not included as it does not depend on target size. The differences in angular errors due to target size were statistically
significant (F8,15 = 22.61, p < .0001). This indicates a negative effect of smaller targets on angular error: The smaller the target, the
harder for the user to mark it for adjusting white balance. This is also suggested by the Pearson correlation coefficient between target
sizes and angular errors with a strong value of −0.48.

7.1.3 Interaction Effects
Angular error by control method and target size is shown in Figure 15. The differences were statistically significant (F2,8 = 8.43, p < .0001). These results align with the previous findings on the main ef-
effects of control method and target size on angular error. Furthermore, the Pearson correlation coefficient between target size and angular error was −0.52 for MarkWhite-basic and −0.36 for MarkWhite. This indicates a noticeable negative effect of the target size on MarkWhite-basic (i.e., the smaller the target the higher the angular error). However, this negative effect was reduced by about 32% when using MarkWhite. This is clearly due to the zooming feature that helps the user zoom-in to smaller targets and easily mark them.

7.2 Task Completion Time
Over all 432 assignments, the grand mean for task completion time was 12.1 s. More analysis and discussion follow.

7.2.1 Control Method
By control method, the task completion times were 10.5 s for MarkWhite-basic and 13.6 seconds for MarkWhite. See Figure 13b. The task completion time for AWB was 0 s because it is auto-
matic and does not require user interaction. AWB was included as a baseline representing state-of-the-art techniques used on the latest smartphone cameras. Despite the previous finding indicat-
ing that MarkWhite was more accurate, it was about 30% slower than MarkWhite-basic. The differences were statistically significant (F1,15 = 16.89, p < .05).

7.2.2 Target Size
The differences in task completion times due to target size were statistically significant (F8,15 = 3.75, p < .001). The AWB is not included because it does not depend on the target size.

7.2.3 Interaction Effects
Task completion time by control method and target size are shown in Figure 16. The differences were statistically significant (F1,8 = 2.43, p < .05). These results align with the previous findings on the main effects of control method and target size on task completion time. Furthermore, the Pearson correlation coefficient between target size and task completion time was −0.14 for MarkWhite-basic and −0.42 for MarkWhite. For MarkWhite-basic, the correlation was weak between target size and task completion time due to the simplicity of the task (only tapping on a specific region on the camera preview) which mostly requires the same time for any target size. On the other hand, for MarkWhite, the correlation between target size and task completion time was stronger: the smaller the target, the longer the task completion time. In other words, users spend more time to accurately zoom in to smaller targets.
Which method you think is easier to use, in terms of selecting the target?  
- MarkWhite-basic: 20%  
- MarkWhite: 80%  

Which method you think is easier to use when the target is too small?  
- MarkWhite-basic: 10%  
- MarkWhite: 90%  

Which method you think is easier to use when the target is large enough?  
- MarkWhite-basic: 90%  
- MarkWhite: 10%  

Which method you generally prefer to use?  
- MarkWhite-basic: 40%  
- MarkWhite: 60%  

Which method you think produces images with more accurate colours?  
- MarkWhite-basic: 31%  
- MarkWhite: 89%  

Which method you think produces images with more pleasant colours?  
- MarkWhite-basic: 25%  
- MarkWhite: 75%  

Figure 17: Results of the questionnaire from the second user study comparing the two versions of MarkWhite.

7.3 Group Effect

The differences in angular errors among the two participant groups were not statistically significant ($F_{1,14} = 0.15$, $p > 0.05$). The differences in task completion times among groups were also statistically not significant ($F_{1,14} = 0.36$, $p > 0.05$). Thus, counterbalancing was effective in offsetting learning effects.

7.4 User Experience

Figure 17 shows the results of the questionnaire for the second user study. Most participants agreed that MarkWhite was easier in selecting the neutrally-coloured target (80%), especially when the target was too small or too far. In this case, 90% agreed it was easier to use. However, when the target was large, 90% of participants felt MarkWhite-basic was easier to use. In terms of general preference, participants were divided between MarkWhite-basic (40%) and MarkWhite (60%). That is probably due to Mark-White-basic being easier in selecting large targets with a single tap. On the other hand, MarkWhite is easier in selecting small targets with a bit more interaction using the zooming feature. In terms of produced images, most participants felt that MarkWhite produced more accurate image colours (89%) than MarkWhite-basic, while only 75% felt these colours were more pleasant. However, these two percentages do not conflict, since accurate colours are not always subjectively pleasant, as some people prefer warmer-coloured images even if such colours are not the most accurate [8].

8 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel interactive white balancing method for smartphone cameras, called MarkWhite, has been designed, implemented, and evaluated against existing traditional interactive white balance methods. Two user studies revealed that MarkWhite is more accurate than the existing interactive methods as well as start-of-the-art automatic methods found on the latest commercial smartphones.

MarkWhite has a limitation in the absence of neutrally-coloured material. However, this limitation is the same for all existing method that use the same interaction technique. When neutral material is absent, the next interactive options are the presets or the slider. Otherwise, automatic white balance algorithms are to be used. In realistic scenarios, there would be trade-offs between the three methods. If accuracy is the higher concern, then MarkWhite is the top choice. If efficient and fast capture is desired, then the basic version of MarkWhite would be preferred. On the other hand, if the target is capturing aesthetic images, then manipulating the temperature slider or choosing from the presets could be the better option.